
Experience the enchanting ambiance of the
Hunter Electric inset electric fireplace, featuring
innovative 3D LED flame-effect technology to
give a realistic flame picture. Immerse yourself in
its captivating log fuel bed, complete with
glowing ember bed and seven distinct colour
options for a customisable aesthetic. The Hunter
Electric effortlessly heats your space with a 2kW
output, ensuring optimal comfort and is
available  in three different sizes to fit your space.

Heat output up to 2kw
Install as a one, two, or three
sided fire
Control via remote or app 
Touch sensitive remote
control with adjustable colour
ring technology
3-way LED lighting system all
with full spectrum of colours
Adjustable flame colour &
brightness
Adjustable ambient light
colour & brightness
Realistic Ember bed with
Crystal media & driftwood log
set
Highly efficient energy usage

EF50, EF60, EF72



MODEL EF50 EF60 EF72

OVERALL
HEIGHT 521MM 521MM 521MM

HEIGHT 
RECESS 521MM 521MM 521MM

WIDTH
OVERALL 1308MM 1562MM 1838MM

WIDTH
RECESS 1270MM 1524MM 1800MM

DEPTH 
OVERALL 308MM 308MM 308MM

DEPTH
RECESS 285MM 285MM 285MM

Measurements

Seamlessly control your atmosphere with the wireless remote control, which
allows for the dimming and brightening of the flame effect along with control
of the heat settings. This feature also allows for manipulation of the flame
effect and colour settings for both the flames and the ember bed, making the
fire completely customisable to your taste.
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